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OVID: A POET OF 

The modern critical rehabilitation of Ovid received a decisive 
Iml)eHlS with Hermann Franker s Sather delivered at 
.l:Se:rKeley in 1943, and in 1945 with the title Ovid. poet 
between two worlds. Hermann Frankel to revise the 
of Ovid as a un serious his own 
endless and ent:ertaining n'.l?T'.ltiup 

and me:taJ:)hysicaJ 
goes above an to in 

...... ,,·,..."' .... t'" of ancient does his utmost to 
the emotions in his narratives. One of the most 

effective ways to do this is an identification with 
the perceptions and a character in the process of 

to the realization of a 
turned into a cow, comes to 

the of the river where she used to we read 'when she saw 
her strange new horns in the water, she was terrified driven out 
of her wits, she fled from herself' 1.640-1 nOluac,7ue 
I.-VI,~.lJ./I;:'AH in unda i cornua, 

was one of the first 
titular device of as 

peg on which to 
scope for rhc .... i!'lVln,a of insecure and 

of a self over into another 
(99).2 This sense of a located within the 
individual psyche, has a correlative for Frankel in 
Ovid's sense of himself as on the cusp of a 

I am very to the Universil:v 
Muecke Professor Kevin for the 
deliver a Todd Memorial Lecture. 

2 self is criticized Herter (1980) and Schmidt 
syrnp,nJ:HmC approaches to a psychoanalytical 

Hershkowitz (1998) ch. 4 (using 
po~;t-rnO(ieflrllst constructions of the subject). For 

his audiences avoided Freud's German term Ichspaltung, 
embraced later German critics: Doblhofer (1960) 83-91; Voigtlander 
(1975). further implications of Frankel's 'wavering identity' for 
Ovid's of his psychological reaction to exile are explored 
by Claassen (1990). 
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mt~taJ)hJi'sic;o-llisltorilcal crisis between two worlds: the world 
cOlrrl:lejerlUv at home in the here and now. and the world 

existence to the of a 
conclu<les (163 ) the 

of mankind was between two between the wonderful 
self-contained world of and that newer one which was to 

Ch.!lStl.anrty and a but which with 
disillusion and confusion... It was Ovid' s 

the song of Dawn and to the 
nn1!1"If"",h, Prt:~Cl()US moment transition.' is 

Ovid was somehow a Christian avant la 
is a accident of history that Ovid was the 

.t:"1>.U"'U~'~QJll poet to survive into what would be known as the 
Frankel's more claim is that 'he 

was born a true child of an age of and thus he could not 
as he did and the forces that were at work.' 

Conte~mJ)or.ary reviewers did not spare the cold water. Ronald 
of placing an excessive 'confidence ... in 

of the blessed twentieth put Ovid 
he Dellong~eo, 

of and wit. 'Ovid is a wIt, a 
nU1nOll.ll1~;t, a is what he tried to be, and he succeeded.' 3 

Brooks Otis saw the a reading of nineteenth-
ideas into soul' ,4 ideas 

about the creative of art. From 
our late to see how 
Frankel is a true 

Patrick had already sneered at the 
Freudianism in the notion of a 'divided self .5 From the 
of 1945 was as good a year to 

betweem two worlds as 1939 
The Roman that study of the neUt/,.;'UHUK, 

dictator. There is another in the of the a 
European exile the world of California - Frankel had 

3 (1947) 221. 
Brooks Otis (1947) 61. 

5 Wilkinson (1946) 77. 
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it 
dead. His 

Ovid: a poet of transition? 

CUstOIrlarv at 

of 

not of his own ChC)OSlln2:. 
used to haunt the difficult of some ' (263) 
to Ovid'l 'Ovid felt he had his identity when he was banished.' 

the Frankel' s 'a poet 
between two worlds', tenacious. For a recent 
book Wheeler discusses the way in which the 

nh,rH",l1,C'hr the of a culture of and 
'effaces its own an "oral" 

pertonmaltlCe '" It is in this sense that the is a 
a1tltlOl!2:h it has to be said that the 

n.,.r~rll11f't", of the 

a mirror in which a 
en(]-OI -tJl1e-mlUelllnIUm consciousness 

6 For an account of Frankel's life see the von Fritz (1978). 
7 Wheeler (1999) 92. 
8 (1997) pp. x-xi. 

3 
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V""AU"'~J" a 

nOlpe!,eSs otherwise. JIJ .. vu ..... 

was likewise ... Ovid the 
amtnguotlS character of the obvious when he says that friends 

came to caU on after the event were in doubt 
whether should condole or him. This is 

Ovid had a natural to undecisive 
cmnm·omllses.'9 Ovid has a even a fatal 
weaklless, for states of poised between. This 
manifests itself in the of what be caned the 
frozen state that at one the same time 

closure. Such states are often the ae'j:)Oslts 

and are cmnp,tex. 
MI~tajrrtorpf.~osle.s can be a celebration of cnanj::?;eatOu.uy 
rreaslllre-ho:use of stories from one state to MAn'""'4. 

of view the poem is a colossal aetiology of the present 
and that is a steady state of affairs - rather 

processes. The closes a 'terminal 
me~tarnoJrpn.oS].s', an irreversible passage from one state to another. 

....... ' .... UJ.l ... CJlanfIeS into a spider, and remains a Change 
stable world that we see around us 
of view, the of me:tarnolrp.IJlOS:IS 

treqUt;ntily preserve traces of the nr"·,,,,"\n~ 
be labelled 'monuments 
formulation. An extreme is 

of Salmacis and lustful 
the naive 

9 Frankel (1945) 78-9. 
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his in hers so 

encounter between 

The transition between the states of life and death is another 
obsessive Ovidian interest. In ;t:,l;;;l!,",J.(U, rrlet,un()rpll0S1S 
for death as a form of "' .. n ....... '!-;;.,"" ClOsure; 

father, is paradigmatic for 
realises that he has been sle:eo:ml! 
pre~gn<ant, flees until she falls and to be PUll1s!led 

crime: 'But lest outrage, if I'm left alive, The or, if I 
shall the me from both realms; some nature 
That's let me neither die nor live!' 
10.485-7 sed ne uiolem ! mortuaque extinctos, 
ambobus mihi uitamque necemque 

to be consigned to a 
nor the dead. Her 

tree, 
into 

5 
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These inbetween states are not new to the One of 
most notorious in which nnj:?;UI:SUC 

matches content, is a line the second book of the Art 
Minotaur: 'a half-bun man and a half-man bun', 

2.24 Betwixt and 
between is here the repetition of each of the four 
elements that semi (the programmatic e!emtmt, 
......... 88 .... 8 both content and and beginning each half-line 

-que, and uirum. The divided identity of the metaIinOI-phlC 
monster, a as it were. frozen in passage from 
man, or vice versa, finds a, verbal homolol!v in the rlnIH,H",n 

pentaIineter between two metricall 

. Modem accusations Ovid of and wit 
new: the Seneca tells a story if it is not true, is 

trovato, to illustrate the charge that in his 
'was wen aware oihis faults - and in love with them. can 
make this clear is that once, when he was asked his friends to 
suppress three of his he asked in return to be to make 

exc~ept:lOn of three over which should have no ril!hts. This 
a fair condition. wrote in private the lines 

renlovecL while he wrote ones he wanted saved. The 
both contained the SaIine verses. Albinovanus Pedo, who was 
those present, tells that the first of them was: "Half-bun man 
half-man bun", the second north wind and ae··tre:eZlln2: 
south". It is clear from this that great man lacked not 
Jud.gelnel1t but the will to restrain the licence of his poetry. He used 
sometimes to that a face is the more beautiful for some mole.' 11 

Seneca's has a very Ovidian to the 
limit the of difference in SaIineness 
Ovidian The two writing tablets contain 
three with opposed valuations: both to 
and inerasable. The is like the 
Me'tan'lor,ohc'ses 7 of the fox that cannot be caught and 

outrun, a dilemma solved, naturally ....... 'l'uJ::,u, 

the of both beasts stone, so 
ever frozen pursuit and escape, both unbeaten 

10 Discussed by Frankel (1945) 183 n. 38. 
Sen. Comrov. 2.2.12. 
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7.791-3 

at 
Freudianism and a sut)-jl:ileg(eH~m 
PS'yc.t.loanal~ytl.cal models, 

be more prc>mlsmg. 

Ovid: a poet of transition? 

fraIineworks in last part the lecture. But Ovidian trans11:lOIlailtv 
or suspension answers to other later tw~~nt:iettl-cf~ntl1rv 
concerns. One of the most shifts in recent Ovidlan 
criticism has been the turn to and textualitv 
na1l1JcuJar: fIrstly, Ovid's use 

secondly, his of fictiol1lalilty 
text. 

traJlstl:>rnlati.on, tales about bodies in the material 
can often be of as the 

narrativization of or tropes - the Greek word 
l'ponoS . A is a metapltlor 
made concrete. bereft mother stony in her and so 
turns into a the landscape with a material 
What I referred to as the survival of traces of a 
existence in a new existence is another way of ref'errin,g 
interaction between the tenor and vehicle of a or 
A is a of passage - the Greek f.L€l'Ct.q>opa means 
'carrying across', translatio in Latin. But the of metaphor 
is locat~d in the space between tenor and vehicle, a space of 
suspension. This is a space between two mental Figures of 
speech also a between and the 

A metaphor or simile to connect 

12 For a more detailed of the relationship between metamorphosis 
and (1999), Pianezzola (1979) and 
Schmidt (1999). 

7 
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, but the that it constructs 

This between the unJl?;Ul:StlC 
and concrete, clear 
~vnfm~l~ Take an Ovidian of 

wits and from his home' 
The same 

in its relatH)nShlp 
, and in 

rel:aUC)DS.rup to 'wits'. Garth Tissol, recent diSCUS,SlOln 
of Ovid's use of makes of Ovid's 
deallmJl?;s with goes so far as to to Ovid a 

to slip back and forth 
the conceptual and the nh"""I'<;> 1 

sus;pend,ed, vision of the world. 13 

to syllepsis is another favourite Ovidian device, 
it happens, this is a feature where Ovid seems to 

stand between two worlds, to put it very crudely, between the 
literature of dominant mode of to is 
mllme:SlS, and the of the ages, whose dominant 
is found in Homer and Hesiod, 
but survive no major examples of personifications 
as characterful agents interacting with human characters. 14 Tissol 

has some excellent discussion of Ovid's transformative use of 
!angmlge in his In ancient rhetoric peI'sOIu:tlcatlon 

Pf()d.llCtl.on of enargeia, the illusion of 
the presence of absent, whether of a person removed in 

or of an abstract that has no physical presence. 
all interesting of 

attention to their own Imgulsu.C 
dec:onstrluctmg their own presence. seems 

peI:sOI!litlcation abstractions whose essence 
cannot be 

since 'instead of a for a stomach' 

13 Tissol (1997), esp. 18-26. 
See (1991) 241-2. 

15 Tissol (1997) 61-72. 

8 

8.805 uentris erat pro uentre 
to a non-person 

the peI'sollifi.cation 

we 

Akin to peI:smlification 
who is 
feature -
'both is and is not identical 

Ovid: a poet of transition? 

is both a glass of wine and a ros,v-(:heleke~d 
Qvid constructs a around rI''''''''''''M1 

female goddess knows about 
meteorological the 
poem ends; but 
rebuke; she no doubt 

in the usual way.' 
I nee tamen adsueto tardius ona 

comment ad loco is to 'This conclusion de!)en(is 
emlphaslsJ personification and n01D.-p,ers:on:ltlc:aoon: 

a small d] reddens and day comes, Dawn a 
redldellS but comes.' 17 The poem ends at a moment a 

su:;pe:nSJlon of a or textual caught between two 
.. ",",ri""",,, , slides a noint of temporal transition, dawn as 

thrleshold between 

Tissol describes Ovid's in per'smutlcatlOn 
as rmv emnhasisl both a 

16 See Frankel (1945) 88; Bernbeck (1967) 112-13; Solodow (1988) 94-6; 
Feeney (1991) 233-5. 

17 McKeown (1989) 362. 
18 Amores 1.13 is the subject of Frankel' s opening reading at 11-17, and of 

his closural move at 163, where the daily dawn becomes a for the 
dawn of the new world, 'It was Ovid's mission to sing the song of Dawn 
and to the beauty of that uniquely precious moment of 

9 
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literal-minded and an aU,~gonc,aH) int<;nm:eti'l1e 
minded on reader 
person.ltic;ati()D cltlanlcte:nZ(;S all of Ovid' s a.e211lm1~S 
and with the of the narrator of fictions. 
condition of the reader's response to nctIons, a 
simultaneous of disbelief. Robert Newsom 
describes this as ways': 'we divide our beliefs 
between real worlds ... is insisting on our belief in the 
fictional world even as we insist also on our belief in the world in 
which the reading or make-believe takes '20 

Ovid is the self-consciousness of his 
is the self-consciousness analysed by Robert 

his of the tradition of the self-conscious novel, defined 
Alter as 'a novel that flaunts its own condition 
artifice and that probes into the relationship 
between and,21 is the tradition 
goes from Cervan.tes Sterne Diderot, to number of 

but it a tradition that also goes to Ovid 
- who does' not even in Alter's index. Alter the 
·ontologl.cal doubleness of language' in such works, quotes 
another critic's formulation of 'the word' of Cervantes' 
novel as 'invocation and and radical pf()Ollng, 
both one and the other with risks and perils'.22 Ovid's n,...."",l',,,t'I"' 

narrative poem, the develops this simultaneous 
COll1uratlon and to a degree, for example in the 
at very heart of the poem internal narrators at the 
table of a - a good of a - contest 
the of tales about gods and fictional 

OlS:CU!;SHlg fictionality. 23 

the double vision is already worked out in a poem like 
Amores 3.12. Here the love-elegist that since he has 

19 Tissol (1997) 62. 
20 Newsom (1988) 134-5, cited Feeney (1993) 237-8. 
21 Alter (1975) p. x. 
22 Alter (1975) 11, citing M. Robert L 'Ancien et le nouveau: de Don 

~Ut·t..Hv'lq;; a (paris 1963) 25 n. 
23 Excellently discussed by (991) 229-32. 

10 
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her with 
Ovid then prcltests 
believe a word 
about 

he has had to 

believe 
rhetorical strategy of this in a the 
reason that the that the reader should not 
believe in the as a 
textual construct, is she ~ real. The reader is suspended between 
the conjuration and radical "" .. ".h ..... ,.,. 

friend. These kinds of games 
the illusionistic medium of the 

and magic of 
Tale are both in a 

Ovidian models. 

I turn now from text to my to Ovid via 
another author. In Hermann account of Ovid as a 
between two worlds there is a silence. Frankel has almost 
nothing to say about another great Roman who for centuries had 
famously been seen almost as the 
Christian era - mean, of course, 
so-caned Messumic eCl<)gue, rumounc;mg 
child and the 

new age to a Jl..I""'. V ,",v, 

with a sense of its own Ih .... ~'"'.,.,,""i The 
Friedrich in 1943 observed that 
'a boundary between the ages, surrOUlDa(~a 
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end. '24 Bruno Snell's classic, if essay on the 
!c'CLilj,'L",es. 'Arcadia: the discovery of a landscape' was first 
puou.:sne:Ol in 1945, the same as Frankel' s book on Ovid; in 

reveals the pressure his own historical context in his 
rornarlticlZlllg account which he describes as 'set 

between it is also a no-man' s land 
between two ages, an a land of the soul for 
its distant home in the past. influential with a wider 
was Theodor Haecker's much and much translated 
Vater des Abendlandes For Ha.eci .. er. 

is the father of the 
who, before 'the fullness of 
Christian of grace and freedom. Haecker's 
great influence on T. S. Eliot's views on the place of 
western and on Hermann Broch's classic The 
death in 1939 of his work in progress, 

threshold between two ages, ... 
antlclli)at~~Ol Christianity.' 28 Like Fdinkel, 

....... .,UJ.UA., was a refugee the old world in the new; The 
like Frankel' s Ovid. A poet betvveen tvvo was 

1945. One can speculate on the reasons that led 
to shut out of his or at least out of his the 

tradition of an adventist a tradition that reached a climax at 
nr""/"',,,,,,n,, the time that was busy with the final formulation of 

of one be certain, that paves the for 
Ovid. From the arma, 'weapons', his first the 

Ovid defines his own poetic career as 'after 

24 Ziolkowski (1993) 25, citing Klingner (1961) 296 'Es ist eine 
Grenzsituation zwischen den Zeiten, die Virgil durchlebt hat, umwittert 
vom Grauen des Endes'; cf. also Ziolkowski (1993) 54 on the Ecuadorian 

view of awakening of a sense of his 
monotheism and belief original sin, making of him an of 

, the herald of a Rome destined by God to pacify the world in 
anti[cipaticm of the of Christ. 

25 Snell (1953) 301. 
26 Ziolkowski (1993) 48-52. 
27 Ziolkowski (1993) 203-22. 
28 Ltitzeler (1976) 204-5. 

12 

sacked to Rome totmd.ed, 
I want to put the 

and narratives 

et domiti 
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At other times Ovid unsettles, or the of 
narratives. At the cultural level Aeneid itself is the 

monument to the final naturalization on Roman soil of Greek cultural 
goods transported from east to west, a to that of its 
hero, from east to west, from the of Homer to 
world of '29 This east-west passage is 

last books of the Metamorphoses, as a series 
with Aeneas, make the journey: the 

Greek hero at has settled in Apulia, Myscelos, the Argive 
who founds the Greco-Italian of Croton, Pythagoras, the Greek 
pruloSOpJl1er who has fled to from in Samos, 
l"r\r..-n{:.,rl·u the Greek hero Ihh1nn,-,.iutl1C 

back to and installed under his new name in the 
near Rome; and Aesculapius, the Greek god of healing, transr)OI'1ted. 

29 Hardie (1998) 71. 

13 
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in Rome. Repetition hammers home the 
weakens the teleological force of 

is true that in the Aeneid Aeneas is not alone in 
from east to west: there are also Diomedes, 

~ who has settled on the future site of 
Rome. are subordinated to the master of the 

H,h",.,..,.·",,, in the Metamorphoses the of 
Aeneas position. This 

... "" ............ ,"'..., that makes the Metan1Or,OflClses 
'Fr"""'''''!1n1~''''''' of the romance, the genre of .ter>eatea wand~~ri]lgs 

mdletlmtely deferred goal, rather of the epic 
completed. Ovid's hexameter narrative 

the classical Homeric and 
on:en:ng a model for medieval and Renaissance 

is way in which Ovid be 
Ite:rary-tustonca! terms, to be between two worlds. 

Even in terms of the Roman of Greek cultural goods, 
the Metamorphoses leaves at the end in a state of 
sw;penSlon. Virgil's career is often envisaged as working through a 
transition from Greek to from the 

the another CaHimachean poem but with 
and subject, to the Aeneid, where 
into the Roman national poet. Ovid's , 

endS! in the city of Rome with the deification of 
Julius father of Augustus, and the worldwide 
domination of Roman arms. But this defining moment of Roman 
apotheosis is drawn back into a Alexandrian world: Venus' 
reaction to the imminent death of Julius is to beat her breast in words 
that echo the Hellenistic poet Bion's bucolic Lament 
while the of the transformation of Julius' 
a star alludes to Alexandrian Ptolemaic apotheoses, 
CaHimachus' Lock Berenice, the episode which 
concluded the Aitia. Greece has indeed made a 

of her conqueror.30 This between Greek and 
Roman translates into a tension between after 

the genre, and forms with a prcmoun4::ed 
Alexandrian identitv. as bucolic and caUlIna(::he~an 

30 See Barchiesi (1999) 117-19. 

14 
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eXI)iolltation of tensions is 
susperlSlCm characterizes all of his 

This tension between a transition from old to sOInel:hiIlg 
new and a continuation of the old in the new informs the as 
much as the cultural, histories and Ronald 
Syme in his dismissive review suggested more promising 
ways of a thesis about Ovid 'as Ha poet between two 
worlds"'. Svme 

Which are these two worlds? Suitable and instructive 
be discovered in the life poet and the 

and Rome - the of 
the 

The two worlds that most straddles are those of the 
... ,,"'v .... Ju'"' and the The Aeneid of a journey by a proto-
Augustus, Aeneas, away from a wrecked Troy, whose last 

is left a vast headless in clear 
alJlH.Ai:).A\.YU to the fate of the last the Great, 
towards a new series of cities that will culminate the new 
Augustan order. At the same time by an epic about the 
lej2;endru':Y past locates the of the and values of 

Augustan present in that remote past. This combination of 
transition and articulates a central tension in Augustan 
ideology, between claim to have renewed and the 
claim to have order and values of the past. 
At the of the Metamorphoses, the book 
which a climax with the of Julius Caesar and the 
world rule of Ovid a fable on the subject of 
simultaneous and In what is the first example 

31 For a survey of recent work on genre in Ovid see Myers (1999) 191-4. 
32 Syme (1947) 221. 
33 For a more detailed see Hardie (1997) 195-8. 

15 
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book fifteen of an east-west Myscelos, a citizen of 
the Greek is Hercules, that most 
Greek of heroes but also a crucial model for virtues and immortal 
ye:arn.m~~s of the Roman Hercules commands to 

fatherland and Argos has a law forbids 
and death is for one who wishes 
his fatherland' j as the Latin it at line 29 

But Hercules' command not to be taken 
I\fh)'",",,,",,,,,, prays for to Hercules. The solution is a 

eXl:mrple a transition is a change that 
At line 41 we 'There was an 

custom', mos erat an allusion to a famous line of 
sums up the Roman sense of the of the 

moribus res stat Romana 'the 
Ann. 

and continuitv 

notes that Ovid was born in 43 B. C., the 
,,",Vll>::lI.U,", Hirtius and Pans a, were Ovid's hn·1"h.-I~"ll 

a few after the first anniversary of the of Julius 
and months before the establishment .of the Second 

like Frankel an connoisseur of Ovid's exile 
weB that the with the vear of the 

as Janet 
a provocatively close 

between his own biography and that of 
Ovid goes out of his way to locate his own on a 

34 See the admission in (1978) 'Preface' to 'an ancient predilection 
for the ex Panto, reinforced that faithful companion, 
on peregrinations'. 

35 Fairweather (1987). 
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born the same the last consuls 
free were killed The start of a new Dolitical 

age is also the start of the aetas Ovidiana. 

autobiogr'aprlies than 

first 

from his farmer in the Italian lan.ds,~aD,e. 
In his poem, the shadows the to()tstleps 
his hero, Aeneas, like Meliboeus from his hornel:and 
into exile, but unlike MeHboeus to harbour in the new 
promised land of 

The has no but a host of le!llend,ary 
characters thrust themselves forward as of 
Prominent these is whose inordinately 

on and metempsychosis in the first half of the last 
reflects, in on the as a whole and on the 

traditions in which it is a wanderer in three 
Like Aeneas he is an exile come from east to west, 

altllOulgh in from a rather than from an invader. This is a 
with an end. is also the intellectual wanderer, 

whose subservient to no the 
universe. This too a total 
comprehension of the nature of things, Ovid assures us, 
Pythagoras has achieved (15.65 omnia cura). But 
Pythagoras is also the wanderer in his successive 
reincarnations, and of this there is no clearly fixed limit. 
Pythagoras is the man whose life a transit or rather an 
endless suite of His message is that in the 
world remains are in flux' 177-8 est toto 

in orbe. I is only epic poets, emperors, 
Drcmhets of revealed philosophers of history, and literary 
hlstor:lans, who believe beginnings and endings, and in clearly 

17 
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pa5;salQ';es from one to another, from one world to 
another. are always the very midst. 

uu.<;::"VJ."''', he is also an epic and so under 
pressure to on his own narrative and life. He does this 

epllogl.le to the Metamorphoses (15.871-9). Here he 
betwe~~n his own immortalization as a poet and 

in prospect, 

tamen meliore mei 
nomtmOlue erit nostrum, 

Romana pot:entla 
omnia saecula 

Yet I'll be 
above the stars, 

name shaH never die. 
Wherever the lands beneath her 

of Rome extends, my words 
of men. If truth at an 

The deification of the emperor, the divine stamp of of the 
new age of is as final an as you get a Roman 

and off his epic his own wagon to the 
posthumous above the stars is also a 

Py:thag01:as' mental the i1tP~IVP1"';: 

18 
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The conversion of flesh-and-blood Ovid into his own book is 
also the last instance of that book's titular 
Paratextual is sucked back into the main body of text, 
en:lctmg the conversion of the person of Ovid into the book of Ovid. 

the of a that 
and death. The is 

other to Ennius' 
his own 

monument in Odes 3.30, a monument more 
than bronze' the 

coincides with the case of 
But the last word of this shaH live', 
the life forwards into 

Ovid closes with a moment of sus;peJt1df~d tramatH)nalltv ~n·~lru,'" 

the end of a journey, a life and a career, but the way 
forward to an But was not the only 
afterlife that awaited did not the good fortune to die 
Virgil's death. Donatus' ojVirgil says that died 
in his and this tends to in modern 
lives of it was in his year, as the Vita 
Probiana and as Professor Todd notes 

his 'Commemorative oration' on 'VirgH', in the Great Hall 
of 1930, at the celebration of the 

birth:37 some ""4~'_U'_~ 
found my own UU.[lI;;!lHJ.';U 

Ovid tens us that it was in his year that he was sent, in a 
real sense, to another world 4.10.95-6): from the urban 

so~mHmCaU(m of Rome to the barbarian wilderness of Tomis on the 
Sea coast, at the of the Roman 

cheated the dominant 
exile is of are letters written from the other 
side. This.is the not of the but of the 
poet at the one endless from 
exile of the to the Metamorphoses Ovid tells one of his 

36 Vita Donati 35; Vita Probiana 17. 
37 Todd (1930). I am to Tom Hillard for referring me to this 

material. 
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friends: 'For who died to you, long ago, strive Ull'VU;<:~U 
my talent not to have died' (ex Ponto 3.5.33-4 namque ego 

Maxime, uobis nitor non 

One of the effects of Ovid's exile is to 
of Roman narratives of transition. This l"''.:>t·'.:>l'"l,,''' ....... 1''' 

Ovid's existence in Rome is a return to the very bei~innirH2 
in Tristia 1.3 Ovid figures his 

reoeut.1on of Aeneas' from Troy. EXDullsicm 
coincides with the originary 

At the moment of his separation 
becomes more Roman than ever. There is an sense in 
which Roman is founded on the sense of exile, in 
contrast, for to the Athenian of aut:ocJathon'v: 
Ramulus was also an outcast, and the first inhabitants of Rome 
were misfits who came to the Roman 

Ovid also ret~re~;ents 
but a in reverse, and 

from, not in direction of, home. exile is an Odyssey 
without an end. As a of the poet this revisionary Ulysses 
1"'('\''\'''''''''0',,,,,, with both in transition but with no 

transitional served wen the n,,,..,,..."'c,oc 

was much concerned with the passage one 
""' .... ,,1.1.'"', •• from pagan to Christianity, and from the 

tenlOc>ral existence to world of eternity, Dante. Janet 
that Dante's Ulysses 26) is an Ovidian 

who heads out to sea and is stuDw'rec;ked.. 
,..,,,,,,,.,,,t·,,,,,,, counterpart own journey, drawn like a 

shi.D\\'re(~ked sailor out of the sea towards God. Smarr that 
Dante combines two Ovidian exilic images of that of 

who never comes and secondly that of a shrnw:reclc 
that Dante sets himself against 

destructive and reverses in his own 
three and Paradise the three stages of 
Ovidian career, of of 

exile. Dante travels the realm of the realm of 

38 See Edwards (1996) ch. 5 'The city of exiles'. 
39 Smarr (1991). 
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traltlst1ornlatl.on, to the realm of but now revalued as divine love. 
If this is correct, there will be a further contrast with Dante's 
who travels with Dante for two thirds of his before U.U.".Ul.L,5 

him over to the of Beatrice for 
dramatic 

suggest 
''''"!rn~''''''''O'C has a even outside a '-'u. ... "'<,uu .. r""I""'!t'\lTU 

own construction of the traJectory 
careers against the foil of the 

In 1943 Hermann Frankel spoke about Ovid before an audience on 
the coast of America furthest from his native I stand 
before on a shore even further from 
about and his between two worlds. But 
for an to himself a is and not 

regard to the of Rome. For 
u ..... u",',,-,u,:>, the remotest and most alien ae:stulatJlon 

Britons cut off from the whole world' (Eclogues David 
Malouf notes this secret of the earlier of the metropolitan 
centre in an article entitled ourselves on the .40 a 
freak of nature, or a fated the co Ionizers our out-
of-the-continent once on the fringes of the 
known world.' Theodor Ziolkowski in his book Virgil and the 
modems makes no mention of any Australian versions of It 
may be that the central narrative of exile and transition, the 
story of Aeneas, does not to the Australian in the 
way that it does to the American sense of a ri,,,,..,,'''' 
mission to a new world that could be reJ:)re~;ented 
Garden of Eden or land of the Golden 

exiles. The Ovidian 
alien land as far from Rome as possible and nature behaves 

seem to fit the Australian case like a 
the winters. Irina Pana goes so 

a in modern Australian literature, 
':>~"',.I.u.,~ .... u in Malouf's An imaginary life, a fictionalization of 

40 S d atur ay Age Extra (Melbourne), 23 January 1988, 1-2, quoted by Pana 
(1993) 524. 

41 On Ovid's Herodotean of Tomis as 'Scythia' see Williams (1994) 
8-25. 
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Ovid's Tomis. Malouf s novel is a trans[)ar<~nt 
about the reconciliation of a fugitive from the 
landscape and peoples of Australia. An imaginary 

tale of reconciliation and reintegration, 
into exile ends with a return to a lost chlldtl.oO<l, 

becommg one with nature - a kind of 

final 

a reaction against a 
conventional of as in the ffp',",Xlr, .. ti' 

to the novel: Ovid is 'the most modem of the Latin poets, the most 
and accessible, the most his balanced 

a love of the the excessive'; the fabulist of "the 
ch,mges" . The in Maloufs 

seriousness. Rather, what 'for real' 
peroetuation of that sense of being in 

in transition but to 'no final goal or 
works. 

The recent critical rehabilitation of Ovid's exile 
of his oeuvre to have been in from the 
strong lines of that the Black Sea 

Roman poems. Less often remarked is the way that 
centre stage of this poetry can decentre the old c:tP"I"PI"1,tVT\P 

the Dre~exilic Ovid as a poet at home 

42 final vision is of a child in his mother's arms; 'but at this 
is no longer the recollection of a scene from his own 

Eclogue an anticipation of the birth of the new era that is on the point 
of replacing the of the Roman empire' (Ziolkowski (1993) 206). 
One also compare Frankel's closural use of an image from Ovid's 

the dawn of Am. 1.13, to symbolize the Ovidian heraldins:r of 
new world (Frankel (1945) 163). 
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cel.ebJratilng the here and now of a culture. 
The earlier of not 

in transition - a sense of 
exile. Ovid's in and transitional states is the 
occasion for endless displays of wit and but I 

that I have some at least at our 
I.U:U u~ular moment for it as other 

and in it instead a response to an 
ex[)en.en(~e of the self and goes all the way down. 
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